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BRIEF SYNOPSIS
In 1984, Bruno Manser journeys deep into the jungles of Borneo in search of an experience
that goes beyond the superficial nature of modern civilization. There, he finds a tribe of
nomadic Penan people – and the encounter changes his life forever. Seeing how the Penan
are threatened by mass deforestation, Manser takes up the fight against the destruction of the
rainforest – with a courage and determination that make him one of the most renowned and
credible environmental activists of his time. Based on a true story.

MOVIE CONTENT
1984: Twenty-nine-year-old Swiss national BRUNO MANSER travels to the Malaysian state
of Sarawak on the island of Borneo, home to one of the oldest rainforests in the world. He
is searching for one of the last remaining nomadic people on earth: the PENAN. Feeling
alienated from the modern civilization of his homeland, Manser is driven by a dream to return
the sort of life people led before industrialization and consumerism shaped our existence.
After an adventurous trek deep into the jungle, Manser finds a Penan tribe. He begins to
follow them, observing and studying their way of life from a respectful distance. At first, the
Penan are annoyed by this peculiar stranger and ignore him, but Manser eventually manages
to gain their trust. Headman ALONG SEGA takes Manser under his wing. He treats him like a
son, and provides him with everything he needs for life in the jungle. A young Penan woman,
UBUNG, falls in love with the “White Penan.” But Manser, knowing he will have to leave
Ubung sooner or later, holds back.
1987: The Penan make a shocking discovery while on their way to new hunting ground:
loggers have cleared a vast area of the rainforest. When Manser complains to the manager, he
learns that the new government has ordered most of the Penan’s land to be cleared. With the
export of tropical timber to Europe, Malaysia is to become an industrial nation – a project that
would mean the end of the Penan way of life.
Manser convinces Sega and the Penan that they must fight to protect their land. Together
with other Penan tribes, they start to block the logging roads, successfully bringing a large
part of the Malaysian timber industry to a halt. These acts attract the attention of the media
– particularly that of young journalist JAMES CARTER-LONG, who is impressed at the shy
Penan standing up to the powers that be. He suggests that he act as a spokesperson, offering
to take Manser’s land rights demands directly to the government.
Head of intelligence ROBERT CHANG is not willing to negotiate with Manser, and places a
high ransom on his head. Manser is forced to hide out in the jungle, marking the beginning of
an exhausting period of waiting and persevering. It is only through Carter-Long, with whom
he meets regularly, that Manser finds out what the politicians are discussing.
One day, Manser is bitten by a poisonous snake while hiding from bounty hunters and almost
dies. As Ubung nurses him back to health, Manser can no longer suppress his feelings for her,
and the two spend an intimate night together.  
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At Manser’s next secret meeting with Carter-Long, instead of news, Robert Chang is waiting
for him. Manser is arrested and comes to the painful realization that he trusted the wrong
person. During the drive to the jail, Manser manages to jump out of the moving Jeep. He finds
his way back to Sega’s blockade, but a bloody scene awaits him: backed by a new law that
declares the blocking of logging roads an act of terror, all road blocks have been violently
torn down and several Penan have been killed in the process.
Plagued by guilt, Manser realizes that the only way he can help the Penan now by returning
to Switzerland and bringing the fight to the international stage. Ubung is devastated to find
out that Manser is leaving her, but he promises he will return.
1990: Manser organizes a press conference in his home city of Basel. Together with his old
friend ROGER GRAF and a few like-minded peers, with whom he has established the Bruno
Manser Fund over the past two years, he calls on the European Communities (EC) to place
an embargo on the import of tropical timber. MANUEL ORTEGA, chairman of the European
Trade Commission, makes Manser an offer: if Manser withdraws the petition for an embargo,
he will work towards finding an amicable solution with Malaysia. Manser rejects his offer.
Manser receives depressing news from Along Sega: deforestation continues and many of
the Penan have been persuaded to leave the jungle as part of a state settlement program
– including Ubung. Manser is devastated. To bring these events to the attention of the
international public, Manser scales the State Chancellery in Munich during the G7 summit
and hangs a banner before a crowd of astonished journalists. Nevertheless, Ortega’s
committee rejects Manser’s petition. The settlement program, described by Malay lobbyists as
“development aid,” provides the EC and its desire for cheap tropical timber with the perfect
excuse. Manser considers himself a complete failure.
But then he receives an unexpected tip from a surprising source: UN Secretary General
BOUTROS BOUTROS-GHALI suggests that he propose a standard of certification to the
International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) – a sub-organization of the UN that defines
and promotes criteria for sustainable deforestation. This way, he could demand protected
zones be established for the Penan and other indigenous peoples. Full of hope, Manser
dedicates himself fully to this new strategy – unaware that it will occupy him for eight long
years.
1999: Eventually, this strategy is thwarted by the lobbyists of tropical timber producers as
well. They argue that, as nomads, the Penan are constantly on the move and therefore cannot
be granted customary land rights. For Roger Graf, this is one defeat too many – he no longer
believes that the Bruno Manser Fund can succeed and he resigns. Manser finds himself alone
once more. Although he is still public enemy number one in Malaysia, he decides to secretly
return to the Sarawak jungle with one last idea, not yet sure if it will bear fruit: to begin the
detailed mapping of Penan land.  
On his way to find Along Sega, Manser passes by a poor village of settled Penan. There, by
chance, he finds Ubung. Although the love between the two has never faded, the wheel of
time cannot be turned back: Ubung is now married, has a son, and has given up the nomadic
lifestyle. Manser leaves Ubung with a heavy heart, full of regret for not having returned
sooner.
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Sega is overjoyed to discover his “lost son” has returned – but Manser’s mood quickly
changes. He wonders if things would have been better if they had just moved on when they
first encountered the loggers instead of trying to fight. Sega feels differently. He explains that,
with this fight, Manser helped the Penan to better understand their own culture and unique
lifestyle, and that they are eternally grateful to him for this. He is hopeful that by mapping
their territory, they will eventually succeed in gaining the rights to their land.
The following day, Manser leaves to inform the other Penan tribes about the mapping project
– but he disappears in the jungle without a trace. Manser was officially declared missing in
2005 and his fate remains unknown to this day.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES
Bruno Manser was the most famous environmental and human rights activist of the 1980s and
1990s. And yet today, almost 20 years after his disappearance, Manser’s story is more relevant
than ever. With increasing globalization and the ever-growing demand for natural resources,
protecting the rainforest and its indigenous people has become an even more urgent task.
What fascinated me about Manser’s story was how he continued to fight selflessly for a
morally just cause, despite his efforts being repeatedly thwarted – first by the authorities in
Malaysia, and then by those in Europe. What kept him going? The combination of naivety
and perseverance in the fight against a globalized economic system makes him an important
figure of recent history.
I was also inspired by his idealism: he longed for a precivilization paradise – for original
human innocence, you could say. I think we all carry something of that longing in us. But in
this modern world, we can no longer tell the difference between what we actually need to
live and what we just long for superficially.
The more involved in writing the script we became, the more profound and radical we
realized Manser’s story was. Suddenly, we were dealing with a piece of human history.
We understood why the Penan as a people were so important to Manser: as one of the last
nomadic communities left living in the jungle, they remind us who we were before humans
began to settle on land and accumulate property – the moment we drove ourselves out of
paradise.
Since the Penan are still fighting for their land rights and their story continues, it seemed only
logical to me to cast actual Penan in the film. But these men and women had no idea what
acting or filmmaking was about, and they spoke a language that only they understand. For the
casting, I spent three months travelling through remote jungle areas and shot more than 400
screen tests with various Penan.
As the name Manser is still taboo in Malaysia today, we had to gain the trust of the Penan
and convince them to leave their families for months to come live and shoot with us in
Borneo’s Indonesian territory of Kalimantan. It was equally difficult to convince the timber
companies that controlled the shooting locations to grant us permission to film, and to set up
an infrastructure in the jungle necessary for such a film production.
My aim was to make a film that was both contemporary and classic; traditional in its narrative
style, yet modern in the way it provides the viewers with food for thought and forces them
to engage. For the visual design, I was inspired by romanticism – by epic landscapes and
emotional music. Manser was a romantic at heart, and I hope the film reflects a part of his
soul.  
Niklaus Hilber
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INTERVIEW WITH NIKLAUS HILBER
SCREENWRITER / DIRECTOR
This interview was conducted by Ruedi Suter – journalist and Manser biographer.
Suter: Mr. Hilber, how did you come across Bruno Manser as a subject?
Hilber: Producer Valentin Greutert had acquired the rights to the material and asked me if
I would make a feature film out of it. I only had vague knowledge of Bruno Manser at that
point, as I had been living in the U.S. while he was active. Once I read his diary and studied
the material intensively – i.e., read the archives of the Bruno Manser Fund – I realized just
how complex and multifaceted the material was.
Suter: Bruno Manser’s story spans a very long period of time. You had to condense that into
two and a half hours. That’s no easy task!
Hilber: Yes – and Manser’s life was extremely eventful even before he became involved with
the rainforest and the Penan.
Suter: You mean his time spent herding sheep and cattle in the Alps? Or as a speleologist, exploring some of the world’s largest caves?
Hilber: First, we had to decide if we were going to make a classic biopic. We realized that
focusing on Manser’s fight for the rainforest and the Penan makes the story interesting for a
wider audience – even those who don’t know who Bruno Manser is.
Suter: This was a fight he never actively sought...
Hilber: Which is even more dramatic. He wanted to leave modern society behind and discover what life was like in the middle of nature, with no money or possessions – basically to
rediscover the essence of human nature. And suddenly he was faced with the dilemma that
he was the only one who could help the Penan safeguard their existence and nomadic way
of life. This forced him to spend ten years of his life working an office job in Basel – which is
about as far away as you can get from the lifestyle this nature-lover dreamed of.
Suter: The metaphorical power of this fight is also incredible.
Hilber: It’s a classic David-and-Goliath situation. But on a higher level, I think it reflects the
struggle between two economic systems. On the one side you have the jungle-dwelling nomads, who as hunter-gatherers live entirely from nature and possess only what they can carry,
and on the other side you have capitalism, which is based on profit maximization. That’s
why the fate of the Penan concerns us all – they are the last representatives of a life that we
humans lived before our ancestors decided to settle. For me, Bruno Manser’s story spans the
history of humankind in a fascinating way – from a creature of nature to a creature of culture.
Suter: Is the film a critique of capitalism?
Hilber: It’s more a critique of globalization, in which the richest countries profit off the poorest.
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Suter: Why don’t we see any of these profiteers in the movie?
Hilber: I thought that was really important. As soon as you point the finger at someone, it
takes the pressure off the viewer. That›s why the film doesn’t have the one classic antagonist,
but lots of small ones that are all cogs in the machine.
Suter: So the viewers should feel that, as consumers, they are share responsibility for the demise of the Penan?
Hilber: This apportioning of blame is precisely the problem. We’re all a little bit to blame, but
no one is really guilty.
Suter: The film illustrates some perilous stories from Manser’s time in the jungle that most people are unlikely to know about – for example, that he almost died from a snake bite or that he
was public enemy number one in Malaysia...
Hilber: Or that he was betrayed by a journalist and shot at while fleeing the police.
Suter: You also invented certain situations that didn’t actually happen, such as the meeting
between Manser and UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali.
Hilber: Yes, in real life he met his successor Kofi Annan. The dramaturgical timing meant that
we had to bring Manser’s meeting with the General Secretary forward, to a time when Kofi
Annan was not yet in office. These are the sorts of problems you encounter when telling 15
years in two and a half hours! You either include real events, adapt them, or leave them out
altogether. The point is to create a common thread that the audience can follow, to convey an
understanding of how it’s all connected.
Suter: It’s interesting that a lot of emphasis is placed on a love story with a Penan woman,
despite Manser having kept quiet on this topic throughout his life. His relationship in Switzerland, however, is left out.
Hilber: It was important for me to show that Manser had to sacrifice his own personal happiness for the greater mission. If this role had been given to his Swiss girlfriend, the love story
would have appeared far too late in the film. Also, Manser repeatedly talked about how much
he carried the Penan in his heart. The love story with Ubung is meant to express that emotion.
Suter: Manser had a romantic view of the Penan and their lifestyle, which you adopt in this
film. The Penan still live very traditionally, even though the destructive influences of modern
civilization were already noticeable at that time.
Hilber: The film is told from the perspective of Manser, so it was important for me to also portray his romantic view of the Penan at the beginning and to only show the changes at the end
with the introduction of the settlement program. Ultimately, it doesn’t matter if Manser’s view
of the Penan was idealistic or not. The central point of the story is that timber companies are
destroying the Penan’s home – whether this home is viewed through a romantic lens is irrelevant.
Suter: What do you see as Manser’s legacy? What are his achievements?
Hilber: At first glance, the overview is quite depressing: the rainforest has practically disappeared and the Penan are now mostly all settled. On the other hand, Manser played a huge
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part in putting the issue of endangered rainforests on the political agenda. His fight also
helped the Penan to become more aware of their culture, and they are a politically active
community today. Manser’s diaries are one of the few remaining testimonies of this culture.
Suter: Let›s talk about the filming process. You decided to cast actual Penan in the film.
Hilber: Of course, it would have been much easier to work with professional actors – from the
Philippines, for example, where there is a big film industry. So it was really a matter of principle. We believed it was important to give the Penan the opportunity to tell their own story.
Some of our actors had known Manser personally and were involved in his blockades. But
this decision also meant that I had to shoot the film in the language of the Penan – which isn’t
spoken anywhere else in the world. That was a huge challenge for me, but also for actor Sven
Schelker.
Suter: You also had to bring the Penan actors to Indonesia to shoot the film.
Hilber: As Manser is still a “red rag” in Malaysia, we would never have been granted permission to film there.
Suter: How did you find your actors?
Hilber: I spent months trekking through the jungle and travelling up the rivers by boat. At
every village, I had to convince the elders of the project before I was allowed to hold casting
sessions. Even once casting was almost complete, I still wasn’t sure if the actors would be
willing to come with us to Indonesia for three months. They all needed passports and work
visas – and what if, after a week of shooting, they had had enough, missed their families, or
wanted to go home for some other reason? It was a big risk. But as soon as filming began, I
could see how much heart and soul they were pouring into it – after all, it’s their story.
Suter: How did you prepare Sven Schelker for the role of Bruno Manser?  
Hilber: We lived in the jungle with a Penan tribe for three weeks – sleeping out in the open,
hunting, fishing. It was incredibly exhausting, physically, and a real bonding experience for
me and Sven. I was already familiar with the environment from my research trips, but Sven
got quite the culture shock. During this time, we had in-depth conversations about the role
and Sven had the chance to rehearse first lines with the Penan and get a feel for the language.
Suter: There are several epic stories surrounding movies that were shot in tropical rainforests –
Werner Herzog’s Fitzcarraldo or Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now, for example. What
was your experience of shooting a film in the jungle?
Hilber: On top of all the mosquito bites, leeches and incredible humidity, it was also not ideal
that we had to shoot in the rainy season – but in the dry season there are slash-and-burn operations everywhere and the whole sky is filled with thick smoke. After every downpour, the
cars would be stuck in the mud or unable to make it up the mountain. This was a big problem in the beginning, as the extras always arrived on set around noon. As a result, we quickly
found ourselves way behind schedule.
Suter: Problems that were partly foreseeable...
Hilber: Dealing with the Indonesian intelligence agency was problematic. They shadowed
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us day and night and sent one of my Penan actors home in the middle of shooting.  One of
our sets also got washed away in flooding after a storm. Fortunately, we only had one truly
dangerous incident – when a massive, rotten tree fell on the Penan huts and almost burying
several crew members underneath.
Suter: The team consisted of over 100 cast and crew members. How do you accommodate so
many people in the middle of the jungle?
Hilber: We built a camp with tents, showers, and a field kitchen. In total, we stayed there
for four of the 13 weeks, shooting in the Indonesian jungle. There were three days when we
didn’t have any water – which gets unpleasant pretty quickly with 80 people and six toilets.
On the other hand, we would stand in water for hours every day until the skin on the soles of
our feet peeled off and got infected. But even despite this and other inconveniences, the crew
did an absolutely amazing job.    
Suter: You have already been to Sarawak and shown the film in various Penan villages. What
were the reactions?
Hilber: It was important to us to personally show the film to the Penan communities, because
they don’t have the option to see it in the cinema. In Long Gitta, where Manser ended up
spending a lot of time, it was like reopening the past. The people were very impressed, especially the wife of Along Sega, who told me after the screening that she wanted to “capture
the shadow of the film and keep it.” I was also particularly pleased by the emotional response
and praise from an employee of the Sarawak Forest Department, who attended the screening
unnoticed in Long Lamam. We had to screen the film secretly in Long Iman, where the Penan
are currently operating a blockade once again. The film encouraged a lot of people. You can
really feel how Bruno Manser is still captured in the collective memory of the Penan, even
after 30 years.
Suter: If Bruno Manser were still alive and could watch the film, what would he think?
Hilber: Manser was a very critical spirit all his life. Warner Bros. actually wanted to make a
film of his life back in the 90s, but Manser rejected the script. Naturally, I like to think that
Bruno Manser would have enjoyed the film. His siblings, at least, were very moved by it –
they were overwhelmed by how authentically Sven Schelker portrayed their brother.
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PRODUCTION CREDITS
Produced by  
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© A FILM COMPANY / DAS KOLLEKTIV 2019  

Film length: 141 minutes
Original language: Penan, English, Swiss German
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SHORT CREW & CAST BIOS
NIKLAUS HILBER, DIRECTOR AND SCREENWRITER
Niklaus Hilber, born in 1970 in Fribourg, has been working as a
screenwriter and director for about twenty years. From 1990 to 1996, he
studied film directing at the NYU Tisch School of the Arts in New York
and screenwriting at the American Film Institute in Los Angeles. He then
worked as an editor and story editor for MGM/UA, Constantin-Film and
Miramax. He wrote and directed the film Amateur Teens (2015), which won
the Audience Award at the Zurich Film Festival, the Zurich Film Prize, and
received three Swiss Film Award nominations in 2016. Paradise War (2019)
is his fifth feature film.

SVEN SCHELKER, ACTOR (BRUNO MANSER)
Sven Schelker, born in 1989 in Reinach near Basel, is currently one of
Switzerland’s most successful young actors. He studied acting at the Otto
Falckenberg school in Munich and received the Migros Culture Percentage
award for acting in 2010 and 2011. He was also granted the Migros Culture
Percentage sponsorship prize in 2011 as the most promising award-winning
student of the year. Schelker was accepted into the Thalia Theater ensemble
in Hamburg and made his feature film debut as drag artist Röbi Rapp in the
multiple award-winning film The Circle (2014). This role won Schelker the
2015 Swiss Film Award. The year 2015 also saw Sven Schelker appear at
the Berlinale as a European Shooting Star, and play a supporting role in the
hit US series Homeland. He was nominated again for the Swiss Film Award
in 2018 for his leading role in the feature film Goliath. Bruno Manser in
Paradise War (2019) is Schelker’s biggest role to date. In preparation for the part, he lived on and off in
the Borneo jungle for a year and learned Penan.

Nick Kelesau, ACTOR (Along Sega)
Nick Kelesau was probably born in 1965 in the Sarawak rainforest. As his
parents still led a nomadic life at that time, dates were irrelevant. He has
four brothers and two sisters.
Kelesau Naan, his father, was the tribe’s headman and an important Penan
leader. He was very involved in the Upper Limpang blockades and refused
bribery attempts by timber companies. Kelesau Naan disappeared under
suspicious circumstances in 2007. Through his father, Nick Kelesau knew
Bruno Manser personally. Today he is continuing his father’s legacy with his
work for Keruan, an independent NGO working for the rights of the Penan
community. Kelesau had no acting experience prior to Paradise War.
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Elizabeth Ballang, ACTRESS (Ubung)
Elizabeth Ballang was born in 1996 in Long Jeeh as the second of eight
siblings. She spent her childhood in Ba Ajeng, a remote village of some 40
inhabitants in Sarawak, Malaysia. Before being cast by Niklaus Hilber, she
was working as a kindergarten teacher in the Penan village of Long Lamam.
Her role as Ubung in Paradise War was her very first acting experience.
Today, she works in a Korean restaurant in the city of Miri. Although Elisabeth Ballang could imagine a career in acting, she has yet to make concrete
plans to do so.

Valentin Greutert, ProduCER
Valentin Greutert, born in 1974 in Basel, runs his own production company
A Film Company, which he founded in 2015. He produces documentaries
and feature films and is primarily interested in projects with an artistic focus
– in narrative, esthetic and form. He began his career in the film industry
in 2000 after obtaining a master’s degree in economics and business
administration from the University of Bern. Greutert has produced over
20 documentaries and feature films to date, including the award-winning
documentaries Thuletuvalu (2014) by Matthias von Gunten, Rocksteady:
The Roots of Reggae (2009) by Stascha Bader, and Trading Paradise (2016)
by Daniel Schweizer. Greutert has already worked with Niklaus Hilber on
the successful projects Ziellos (2014) and Amateur Teens (2015). Paradise
War (2019) is the pair’s third joint feature film. Greutert’s work on the
project began in 2006 when he acquired the film rights from the Bruno Manser estate.  

Philip Delaquis, COPRODUCER
Philip Delaquis, born in 1974 in Bern, is a film and theater producer
and owner of the Zurich production company Das Kollektiv, which
he founded in 2005 together with Stefan Zuber and Min Li Marti. He
previously studied business administration and media management at the
Humboldt-Universität in Berlin and the University of Bern, before working
for around ten years as a producer for Swiss television. Delaquis’ most
recent production was the award-winning festival and cinema hit #Female
Pleasure (2018) by Barbara Miller. He also made a name for himself as the
producer of Yalom’s Cure (2014) and GURU: Bhagwan, His Secretary & His
Bodyguard (2010) by Sabine Gisiger – both of which were nominated for
the Swiss Film Award. Delaquis joined the production team of Paradise War
(2019) in 2015.
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Matthias Reisser, DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Cameraman Matthias Reisser was born in 1977 in Stuttgart. His first job as
a trainee was in 2001 in Ireland for the international feature film Evelyn,
directed by Bruce Beresford. In 2002, he worked as a focus puller in New
York for indie production The Break-Up Artist. After two years working
freelance in New York, he returned to Germany in 2004 and has since
been working in Berlin as gaffer and director of photography. Since 2007,
Reisser has participated in over 30 films and TV series as gaffer and second
cameraman. In 2015 he made his debut as director of photography for the
feature film The Bunker. Paradise War is his second feature film.

Gabriel Yared, MusiC
Gabriel Yared grew up in Lebanon. He taught himself classical music at
an early age. He moved to France in 1969 at the age of twenty, where he
attended Henri Dutilleux’s lessons at the École Normale de Musique de
Paris. After living in Brazil for two years in the early 1970s, he moved back
to France in 1973 and quickly became a renowned orchestral musician,
working with some of the biggest names of French chanson (Gilbert Bécaud,
Charles Aznavour, Johnny Hallyday, Sylvie Vartan, Michel Jonasz, Françoise
Hardy, etc.). “Nothing prepared me for life as a film score composer,” he
says with a grin.  
Through his friendship with Jacques Dutronc, he got his first job writing film
music for Every Man for Himself by Jean-Luc Godard, followed by Malevil
by Christian de Chalonge. This led to a collaboration with Jean-Jacques
Beineix on The Moon in the Gutter – the start of Yared’s film career.
Gabriel Yared’s film soundtracks continue to astonish with the creative richness of his style – a
natural blend of his various cultural influences with an uncompromising sensitivity. Yared’s music has
accompanied the images of great directors such as Jean-Luc Godard, Robert Altman, Jean-Jacques
Beineix, Jean-Jacques Annaud, Anthony Minghella and, most recently, Xavier Dolan, and is already
part of our collective memory.

PATRICK TöNZ, CO-SCREENWRITER
Patrick Tönz studied narrative psychology, media and communication studies, and German literature
at the universities of Zurich and Freiburg. He then worked as a director and producer for various TV
series and film productions. Since 2007, he has been working as a story consultant and developer
in his own practice and as a co-writer on various feature film scripts. His recent films: Paradise War
(2019), Gotthard (2016), Amateur Teens (2015) and Ziellos (2014).

DAVID CLEMENS, CO-SCREENWRITER
David Clemens is a philosopher, writer and Jungian psychoanalyst. He studied at the Gregorian University in Rome, where he focused on the teachings of the great Gnostic heretics and their influence
on the esoteric tradition of Christianity. He and Niklaus Hilber co-wrote the scripts for Days of Wrath
and Paradise War. He currently lives in Cambridge and divides his time between London and Copenhagen.
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PRODUCTION COMPANIES
A FILM COMPANY GMBH
The Zurich-based company was founded in 2015 by Swiss producer Valentin Greutert and
produces feature films and documentaries. Greutert started work on Paradise War – The Story of Bruno Manser back in the year 2006, when he was still working at his former company
HesseGreutert Film AG. He took the project with him when he started A Film Company, and it
underwent a long and thorough development period before finally being realized.
In addition to the web series Räuber und Poli by Patrick Karpiczenko (Deville Late Night) and
the documentary film Trading Paradise by Daniel Schweizer, A Film Company produced the
award-winning feature film Amateur Teens – also by Niklaus Hilber.
DAS KOLLEKTIV GMBH
DAS KOLLEKTIV für audiovisuelle Werke GmbH develops and produces films for cinema and
television and is involved in co-productions with European partners. The company is run by
producer Philip Delaquis, and its most famous works include documentary films Guru, Yalom’s Cure and #Female Pleasure – which were not only box office successes, but also received a variety of awards.  DAS KOLLEKTIV is also actively involved in all sort of campaigns,
innovative promotional work and the distribution of cultural content.
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CONTACTS
ProduCtion
A Film Company GmbH
Valentin Greutert
+41 43 322 18 22
E-Mail: info@afilmcompany.ch
www.afilmcompany.ch

WORLD SALES
Trust Nordisk APS
Susan Wendt
+45 2974 6206
E-mail: info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
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